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Track Installation: Install the Track on to the designated area on the wall. Ensure it 
is level with a level. Use the provided anchors to secure to the Track (figure a). Then, 
slide the upper supports into the track from either side (figure b). Space the supports 
approximately 28 1/2” apart from each other.

Post Installation: Insert the post into the Upper Support (figure a). Once 
positioned to the proper height, install the Slip Sleeve upside down (taper to the 
bottom) around the post and lower it into the Upper Bracket. Ensure the groove 
on the inside of the Slip Sleeve fits into a notch on the post. Lightly tap the top 
of the Post with a mallet to secure if needed. Install a plastic cap if not already 
present on top of post. Repeat for both Posts.
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Assembly Instructions: 27734-B MET-WIRE32SHF

Number of people needed to install: 2 
Time allotted: 45 minutes

Tools Needed: Phillips Screwdriver        Socket Set
     Rubber Mallet  Level
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Shelf Support Installation: Refer to figure letter for steps. 
a. - Slide a Shelf Support up the Post. 
b. - Once at desired height, install Slip Sleeve onto Post. Lower Shelf Support over Slip Sleeve and tap lightly with a rubber mallet. 
 Repeat for both posts. Be sure the match the height so the shelves are level.
c. - Place Shelf onto Shelf Supports on both sides.
d. - Install Plastic Caps on opening of Shelves.
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Lower Mount Installation: Once shelving assembly is installed and level, remove the bolt from 
the bottom of the vertical posts (figure a). Insert the bolt through the Lower Mount then back into the 
bottom of the Post. Tighten the bolt after facing the flat side of the Mount toward the wall (figure b).  
Ensure the level of the shelving assembly once more and then secure the Lower Mounts to the wall 
using provided screws.
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Special Note: Multiple Track Series Installation: If installing a series of tracks follow 
these steps. The L-Metal angle piece that is used to secure the ends of the track will be positioned 
differently if connecting tracks.  
The L-Metal piece has two holes in the top of it. When being used on the end of a track, the 
L-Metal needs to tuck fully into the track and secured through the proper threaded hole. If two 
Tracks are being connected, use the L-Metal piece to bridge the tracks and use one hole per end 
of each track. Please refer to the illustration below for reference. 

Two Tracks: Illustration showing the L-Metal bridging the two Tracks and connecting them 
together.
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